
Are We Getting Warmer?Are We Getting Warmer?

Original slides provided by Dr. Daniel Holland



How do you take a planets How do you take a planets 
temperature?temperature?

 If you have them, then If you have them, then 
thermometers spread thermometers spread 
around the earth can around the earth can 
tell us the average tell us the average 
temperature.  temperature.  

 These record go back These record go back 
to the mid 19to the mid 19thth century. century.

 Earlier records not Earlier records not 
standardized so they standardized so they 
have more uncertainty.have more uncertainty.

Audio Link

http://www.phy.ilstu.edu/~bkc/phy207/warmer.mp3


The reference The reference 
point on the point on the 
temperature axis temperature axis 
may change on may change on 
different different 
Temperature Temperature 
graphs, but the graphs, but the 
message is the message is the 
same. same. 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global/201713



https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global/201713



 Records must account for Sea Surface Records must account for Sea Surface 
temperature, heat islands around cities, temperature, heat islands around cities, 
land use changes.land use changes.

 Usually want to determine “anomalies” Usually want to determine “anomalies” 
rather than absolute valuesrather than absolute values



Regional PatternsRegional Patterns

 Warming is greater on land than in oceans Warming is greater on land than in oceans 
(specific heat)(specific heat)

 Warming is larger in northern hemisphere Warming is larger in northern hemisphere 
(more land and more GHG)(more land and more GHG)

 Arctic has warmed at twice the global rate Arctic has warmed at twice the global rate 
(ice-albedo feedback, lower evaporation so (ice-albedo feedback, lower evaporation so 
more energy absorbed at the surface)more energy absorbed at the surface)



Regional Temperature AnomliesRegional Temperature Anomlies



Zonal Mean Temperature AnomoliesZonal Mean Temperature Anomolies



Is the temperature rise unusualIs the temperature rise unusual

 Before 1850 we have very little direct Before 1850 we have very little direct 
thermometric data so we use “proxies” for thermometric data so we use “proxies” for 
measuring the temperature from long ago.measuring the temperature from long ago.

 Examples: tree rings, lake sediments, Examples: tree rings, lake sediments, 
bleaching of coral reefs, isotope ratiosbleaching of coral reefs, isotope ratios

A real life disaster story:

http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg1/

http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg1/


Temperature for 1000 years.Temperature for 1000 years.





Greenland Ice CoresGreenland Ice Cores



COCO22 and Temperature are strongly  and Temperature are strongly 

correlated.correlated.
 Probably not simple cause and effect.Probably not simple cause and effect.
 Small changes in temperature are caused Small changes in temperature are caused 

by small orbital changes.by small orbital changes.
 A small increase in sea surface temperature A small increase in sea surface temperature 

cause some COcause some CO22 to come out of solution. to come out of solution.

 More COMore CO22 in the air cause further warming. in the air cause further warming.



 Using Isotope ratios we can go back Using Isotope ratios we can go back 
millions to billions of years to find millions to billions of years to find 
temperatures.temperatures.



Evidence for Rapid Temperature Evidence for Rapid Temperature 
Changes in Greenland Ice CoreChanges in Greenland Ice Core



 Approximately 15,000 ybp the ice core data Approximately 15,000 ybp the ice core data 
shows a relative “brief” period which shows a relative “brief” period which 
abruptly swung back to ice age conditions  abruptly swung back to ice age conditions  

 These are believed to be nonlinear effects These are believed to be nonlinear effects 
that occur due to changes in ocean that occur due to changes in ocean 
circulation when there is a large influx of circulation when there is a large influx of 
fresh water from glacial melting.fresh water from glacial melting.

 Fresh water in the North Atlantic cause Fresh water in the North Atlantic cause 
warm current to “sink” further south.warm current to “sink” further south.



Ocean CurrentsOcean Currents



 Caution: The rapid fluctuation in the Caution: The rapid fluctuation in the 
Younger DryasYounger Dryas is an example of Arctic  is an example of Arctic 
temperatures which exaggerate global temperatures which exaggerate global 
climate changes.climate changes.

 It is there, but not so obvious in other It is there, but not so obvious in other 
proxies from other regions of the world.proxies from other regions of the world.

 The rapid changes that we are experiencing The rapid changes that we are experiencing 
now are global.  They are also more now are global.  They are also more 
exaggerated in the polar regions.exaggerated in the polar regions.

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/abrupt-climate-change/The%20Younger%20Dryas


Reduction in Sea IceReduction in Sea Ice
1979-20051979-2005



Decline in Sea IceDecline in Sea Ice

https://climatesight.org/2012/08/15/a-bad-situation-in-the-arctic/

https://climatesight.org/2012/08/15/a-bad-situation-in-the-arctic/


 Not only is there Not only is there 
less area of sea less area of sea 
ice, it is also ice, it is also 
thinner.thinner.

R. Kwok and D. A. Rothrock, Decline in Arctic sea ice thickness from submarine and ICESat 
records: 1958–2008, Geophysical Research Letters 36, L15501. Doi:10.1029/2009GL039035



Melting GlaciersMelting Glaciers





Is the Warming Anthropogenic?Is the Warming Anthropogenic?



 Skeptical "Science"Skeptical "Science"

Take a look at the Skeptical “Science Link”. 
 If you remember nothing else from it, 
remember that 97% of climate scientists 
agree that global warming is real.  There is 
no longer a scientific debate.  There is no 
scientific controversy to teach, because 
there is no scientific controversy.

https://www.skepticalscience.com/global-warming-scientific-consensus-intermediate.htm

http://www.skepticalscience.com/argument.php
https://www.skepticalscience.com/global-warming-scientific-consensus-intermediate.htm


Chicago Tribune

31 March 2006
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